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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis was to determine some of the
behavioral characteristics of English loanwords in Japanese

(ELJ) as they are used by native speakers in news telecasts.
Specifically, I sought to examine ELJ from four
perspectives: 1) part of speech, 2) morphology, 3)
semantics, and 4) usage domain. In doing so, I reviewed
recent ELJ research and attempted to correlate predictions
about how ELJ behave with data obtained from taped

television news transcripts.
The evidence presented here suggests some concrete
aspects about the nature of ELJ. First, while the

morphological processes of loanword adoption allow for a
great many changes in their original structure and
grammatical forms, in actual use the majority of ELJ

nevertheless maintain much of their original morphology.
Second, they fall chiefly in the category of noun, while
generally adhering to the grammatical and transformational
rules of the host language. Third, while ELJ retain much of

their original semantic integrity, their definitions tend to

be somewhat restricted, and highly subject to contextual
influence. Fourth, although usage domains appeared to be
largely defined by language contact, ELJ also exhibit strong
tendencies to represent narrow topic areas, particularly in
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the area of sports and entertainment.

The findings presented here suggest that while Japanese

borrowing from English is quite liberal in terms of the
volume of words and expressions transplanted, ELJ are

nonetheless treated very much like indigenous Japanese
words, yielding to many of the same forces that shape the
Japanese language itself. The ELJ borrowing trend also
reveals the highly pragmatic and communicative role that
such words have come to play in contemporary Japanese
speech, and raises questions about the nature and extent to
which such borrowing will continue in the future.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.0 Context for the Study

The borrowing of foreign lexemes or "loanwords" into

host languages is both a commonplace and well-documented
phenomenon that occurs in numerous regions of the world,
especially those in which a high degree of language contact
exists. The phenomenon of borrowing has been defined by
Sankoff and Poplack (1980) as isolated instances of foreign

word usage by monolingual speakers, where .little change to

the surrounding sentence morphology or syptax otherwise
occurs, as in the example: He is quite a connoisseur of fine
Wine', here the noun connoisseur has been tiorrowed from the

French lexicon without incurring change tq the English
sentence structure.

The authors also distinguish loanword borrowing from

other outcomes of language contact situations by two
criteria. The first is that borrowing most often occurs only

in specialized situations or specific language functions,

and does not constitute a norm. The second is that while
borrowing often involves transformation or replacement of

parts of the grammar or lexicon of the languages involved,

it does not necessarily retain the lexical^ and/or
. '

■

i

grammatical integrity of the host language:.

■

While much of the traditiohal research regarding

borrowing and other language-mixing phenomena thus far has
centered on English and other Indo-European languages

(Gumperz 1968; 1971, Myers-Scotton, 1973;|1993, Pfaff 1979;
1986, among many others), an increasing number of

publications regarding the borrowing of Western loanwords^—
particularly English loanwords in Japanese (EILJ)—have begun

to appear. They include numerous dictionaries and catalogues
of loanwords that have been regularly updated since the

early 1930's (Arakawa, 1977, Ikushima 199$, Miura, 1979,

Yazaki, 1970 represent a few of the more piopular titles).
Articles in various linguistic publications and books have
also increased (Bloch, 1946, Martin, 1952,: Umegaki, 1963,

Vos, 1963, McCawley, 1968, and more recently. Pierce, 1971,
Quackenbush, 1971, Ashworth and Lincoln 1973, Sato, 1975;

1976, Higa, 1979 and Stanlaw, 1982), as have ELJ-related
dissertations and non-academic publications. The volume of

research thus far conducted illustrates the magnitude of the

ELJ borrowing phenomenon, where the introduction of new
loanwords appears to be accelerating, while yielding varying

degrees of morphological and semantic change to their
originals.

;

This thesis is a study of such morphological and
semantic changes inclusive in English loanwords in Japanese,

and the contexts, or domains, in which they are used. The
. 2 '■ ■
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impetus for this study of arose out of my first-hand

experiences working and living in rural Jdpan from 1989

1993. Having had no formal training in Japanese prior to my
departure, the abrupt cultural and linguidtic immersion left

lasting impressions, particularly since the first two years
of my assignment were spent living in a non-English speaking
home stay. It was in this environment, dui"ing intensive

second language study, that I first becamp

aware of the

pervasive (and often confounding) use Of :^nglish loanwords

in contemporary Japanese. In my professiorial capacities as
an English instructor and as a coordinator fbr international

relations, I came into direct daily Contact with foreign

loanword borrowing, and the experience ha4

since served as a

personal incentive to further investigate the phenomenon on
a more formal basis.

1.1 Japanese and Loanword Borrowing

The process of borrowing foreign lexpmes, expressions,
and even whole writing systems is not new to the Japanese,
Long before language contact with English became widespread,
in fact, Chinese exerted a much broader impact on Japan's

literary and linguistic development. Althd ugh completely
separate languages, Japanese began adopting written symbols

and much vocabulary from Chinese beginning

in the 4th or 5th

Century A.D. (MorriS/. 1993, p.2) Consequently, in modern

written Japanese, a total of five kinds of symbols are used,
often in combination: kanji (Chinese charcicters), hiragana
and katakana phonetic scripts (both derived from the kanji),
as well as Roman letters and Arabic numerj Is.

The speed and facility with which Jah;anese has, and
continues to borrow loanwords is indeed remarkable; Miller

(1967) notes that such rapid assimilation approaches a-

tradition for the Japanese, who have demonstrated

a

historical eagerness to adapt and import foreign language
elements into their own speech and writings. Such rapid
assimilation, however, often makes the tas k of separating

loanwords from the host language extremely difficult. In the
case of Chinese loanwords, similarities be tween the way

kanji are written makes the task of detect Lng Chinese loans

especially tedious work (Miller, 1967, p.2 37). The paucity

of comprehensive historical records also compounds the
problem, so that the exact number and type of loanwords

(which, in addition to Chinese, includes many selections
from Portuguese, Dutch, German, French, Sanskrit, and

others) is unknown; the 1978 edition of Ar^kawa's Gairaiao
Jiten (Foreian-wbrd Dictionary) contains mdre than 32,000
loans from Western languages alone.

1.2 The Impact of English in Modern Japan
"It would be hard to find another language in the
world...which has been as hospitable to loanwords as has
Japanese." (Miller, 1967, p.236)

In comparison with the those languages mentioned above,

formal contact between Japanese and English has had a

relatively short history. Although dissimilar from Japanese
by many linguistic measures, the influence of English in
Japan has nevertheless become extremely pervasive,

particularly since U.S. Navy Commodore Matthew Perry sailed
a flotilla of battleships to Tokyo Bay in 1853 to induce the

Japanese to open their markets to American goods. English

loanword adoption further accelerated following Japan's
defeat in World War II and subsequent Allied occupation.
While military contact can thus probably be credited

with planting the seeds of ELJ loanword use in Japan, the
country's effort to teach English--described by Japanologist

John Browne11 (1967) as the "single largest, modern foreign
language program in the world" (p.42)—probably provides the
most consistent sustained nourishment. Noguchi (1991) notes

that presently almost all lower secondary schoolchildren,

for example, study English for three years, and many spend

additional time at private "cram" schools ijuku) for
additional instruction at least a few hours per week.
English is the most commonly studied language in

universities and technical colleges; English speaking

societies and clubs flourish on most school campuses.
Likewise, large industries, business firms and corporations
sponsor English classes for their employees, and private
language schools offering English can be found easily in
metropolitan areas. Brownell (1967) also notes that since
1964 commercial and educational television channels, as well

as AM, FM and short wave radio stations, have offered •

systematic instruction in English for both children and
adults (p.47).

Moreover, the great influx of foreigners and a vast
expansion in the availability of English-language materials
has also contributed to an increased emphasis on JapaneseEnglish bilingualism. Noguchi (1991) notes that in addition
to the prominence of English in the Japanese educational
system, the current social and political focus on
"internationalization" has spurred an avalanche in the

availability of English materials; several English language
dailies, more than two dozen English language magazines and

several publishing houses produce English-based language
products, as do the record and film industries.

1.3 The Phonology of English Loanwords

In discussing the deeper aspects of English loanwords in

.
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Japanese, it would be imprudent to omit commentary on
Japanese phonology and how English loanwords are represented
phonetically. It goes without saying that almost all words
that enter another language are made to conform more or less
to the existing phonological system. Foreign terms may

undergo any of a number of changes based on prevailing
vocalization patterns and social conventions; (American

English borrowing of the Japanese loanword karaoke as ■

[ksrioki]—pronounced in Japanese as [kara?6ke] is one such
analogous example).

As mentioned, Japanese has demonstrated a long history
of borrowing foreign words from a variety of sources.
Although contact with English has now spanned more than 140
years, the increasing intensity of this contact makes it
somewhat easier to evaluate the changes that have
transformed English loanwords as opposed to those of other
languages. Quackenbush (1971) has observed that the

pronunciation of a given loanword is largely determined by

how it is spelled in katakana, one of the two phonetic
syllabaries used by Japanese to show inflections to the

kanji characters. Katakana is also unique in that its use is
largely reserved for sounds and words of foreign origin; it
is thus the preferred writing system for representation of
English loanwords and loanword collections, as well as for

the names of foreign persons and places.
The katakanizatidn of ELJ demonstrates both Japanese
sound patterns and the difficulties that the host language

has in adopting English pronunciation; while many sounds

between the languages are roughly similar (e.g. the /b/ and
short /e/ sequence in 'bed' and 'BEDDO', respectively),
others do not share discrete relationships, making

improvisation necessary (thus, the /ga/ and /n / in 'gang'

become /gya/ and /n'gu/ in the ELJ GYANGU, respectively).
This, in turn, provides clues as to why some loanwords sound
more like their originals than others, and should assist the

reader to better read and comprehend the loanword samples
that appear in this text.
Miller (1967) states that there are "rules" by which

Japanese accommodates these phonological differences, and

that they are simple and fairly regular. He posits two broad
stipulations:

1) Sounds or combinations of sounds not appearing in
Japanese or without close equivalents are replaced by the

"nearest thing available" (e.g. /r/ for /I/, /b/ for /v/,
/hu/ for /fu/, /s/ and /z/ for the voiceless and voiced
/th/, etc.).

2) Sequences of consonants not found in Japanese must be
"spaced out" with extra vowels. Thus, 'dress' becomes

DORESU,'pistol' becomes PISUTORU, etc.

Sample loanwords that are yielded from these phonetic
discrepancies include the following:
TABT.Tg 1; ELJ Phonetic RepJ ar-onmnt-

English Original
bracelet

Phonetic Change
7r/ for /I/

ELJ
BURASERETTO

glove

/b/ for /v/

GUROBU

beefsteak
three

/hu/ for /fu/
/s/ for /th/n-voice

BIIHUTEKI
SUREE

Although fairly reliable. Miller's generalizations are;
somewhat facile and not without exceptions. In the English

'news', for example, the final -s is actually vocalized as
/z/ for native speakers, but always pronounced 'NYUUSU' in
Japanese. Conversely, the word 'close up' (as in

photography) has yielded CLOZU APPU, a derivation which
would probably mean "shut", or "terminate" to native
speakers; in reality it has no connection at all to these
meanings.

Other qualitative differences between English and
Japanese that affect the phonology of loanwords also deserve

mention. As noted by Morris (1993), the most prevalent among
these are:

a) the difference in the vocalization of Japanese

phonemes—which are pronounced in individual phonemic

units with few true clusters (e.g. Yokohama, sekinin,

Nagasaki, shin'kan'sen)—and English, which features vowel
and consonant clustering (e.g. strength. Washington.

beautiful), and for which pronunciation sometimes varies
(e.g. steal vs. stealth),
b) the difference in sound quality between the languages;

English requires mastery of far more vowels than Japanese
(15 vs. 5), semi-vowels (3 vs. 0), and consonants (24 vs.

17)/
c) the difference between the stress/accent systems of the

two languages; the heavy intonational quality of English
contrasts sharply with the subtle pitch-sensitivity of
Japanese. In the English greeting 'Good morning', for
example, stress or accent is placed on selected syllables
in showing emphasis, whereas the Japanese equivalent
('Ohayo gozaimasu') features equal stress on all
syllables, but may show some variation in the speaker's
pitch.

1.4 Method of Data Analysis

Raw;data for this study was gathered from audio tape

recordings of a series of sequentially aired Japanese news
broadcasts which appear Monday through Friday on southern
California television stations from 6:30am to 8:00am. I
selected news telecasts for three reasons: 1) the wide

viewership of television media in Japan qualifies such
programming as highly representative of the most acceptable

10

forms of the host language; 2) the programs selected offer

differentiation in speech topic (economics, politics,

sports, etc.) enabling categorical analysis; and 3) the fact
that half of the programs are produced in Japan, while the

remainder are produced locally^in the United States, enables
comparison between the types of ELJ's used between

relatively low and high English contact regions.
The programs which served as the source of data
collection were (in order) NHK's Supaa Taimu (Super Time).
rebroadcast by satellite from Tokyo weekdays from 6:30am to
7:00am, followed by the adjunct

U.S. Network News, also

broadcast from Tokyo, from approximately 7:00am to 7:25am on
KCSI (channel 18). The Los Angeles-produced news programs
UTB Jiii Business News and Qhayo Salon are broadcast from
7:00am to 8:00am on KDOC (channel 56). Since these two

programs are broadcast sequentially, from the same studio,
and with the same staff, the information gathered has been
grouped together. Approximately 40 hours of broadcasts (or

portions thereof) were recorded and transcribed between
August and October, 1995.
In addition to the raw data accumulated for this

thesis, some reference materials were used to assist in the

morphological and semantic analysis of loanwords found in
the raw data. They include dictionaries and catalogues that

partially bridge the historical span of English loanword
■
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development, inGludina Arakawa's earlv Jaoanized English

(1931), Takahashi's..Romanized English--Japanese/Japanese-

English Dictionary (1953), Ichikawa's New English-Japanese
Dictionary (1963), and Arakawa's Gairaiao Jiten (Dictionary
of Loanwords) (1978).

1.5 Research Questions

In analyzing the data, I focused on four broad

linguistic areas: a) ELJ grammatical forms (i.e. the parts
of speech they assume), b) their internal structure and .

classification (morphology), c) intrinsic and contextual
meaning changes (semantics and pragmatics), and d) the

environments in which their usage is preferred (usage
domains). The questions I endeavored to answer were as
follows;:

I) ELJ Grammar & Morphology

1) What has research established about the parts of speech
ELJ's assume? 2) Are there distinctive patterns (or
formulae) by which they are formed? 2a) If so, how can

ithey be categorized? 3) Hov/ do the recorded data comparewith the research (i.e. does the morphology of the ELJ's

that appear in the telecasts differ significantly from
expectations)? Why or why not?
II. Semantics

1) What has research established regarding morphology and
'

■ 17

the semantics of ELJ (e.g. what changes in meaning
accompany the ELJ borrowing'process?) 2) How can these
semantic changes be categorized? 3) How do the recorded

data compare with the categories established by prior
research (i.e. are the observed semantic changes

consistent with expectations)? Why or why not?
III. Usage Domains

1) What areas of news reporting show the strongest amount
of ELJ usage? 2) Does language contact at the telecast
production site (e.g. Tokyo vs. Los Angeles) affect the
frequency of ELJ use, the kinds of ELJ forms likely to be
seen, and the semantic changes likely to be incurred? 3)
Does news topic have an effect on the frequency and type
of ELJ encountered in the telecasts?

13

CHAPTER TVJrO: ELJ GRAMMAR AND MORPHOLOGY

2.0 ELJ Transformation Processes

In their research of ELJ, both Martin (1966) and Sato

(1975, 1976) observe that the Japanese language usually
restricts English loanword borrowing to the category of
noun/noun phrase. This explains the preponderance of loans

somewhat easily recognizable because of the lexical position
that they assume in sentences (e.g. subjects, direct and
indirect objects, etc.). Everyday loanwords such as MERON
(melon), COMPUUTAA (computer), CHIIZU (cheese), SARADA

(salad), etc. serve as typical examples of this phenomenon.
In addition, however, Sato (1975) observes that the

Japanese inflectional system provides the categories of
verbal noun and adjectival noun (nouns and adjectives that
are transformable into verbs, respectively) so that their
inflectional endings can go on the irregular transitive verb
SURU ('to do'). SURU appears with very high token frequency

in all forms of written and spoken Japanese, especially
those involving Sino-Japanese and ELJ-derived nouns. They

are used for expression of a multitude of common activities.
Simple addition to the end of the noun morpheme completes
the formation process; e.g., RYOORl (cooking) + SURU yields
RYOORl SURU (to cook), etc. Other examples include UN'TEN

14

SURU (to drive), SOOJI SURU (to clean), and SEN'TAKU SURU
(to do the laundry), etc.

Verbal nouns also include an array of common English
loanwords, such as RAGUBII (rugby), BASUKETTO (basketball),

HAIKIN'GU (hiking), etc., while adjectival nouns include

such examples as OREN'JI (orange) and GURIIN (green), etc.
Thus, when the English loan JOGINGU takes on the verbal
affix SURU, the resulting combination JOGINGU SURU (to- .

jog/go jogging) assumes a structure and function similar to
many of the Sino-Japanese verb examples cited above, and
conforms satisfactorily to Japanese morphological standards,
as demonstrated by the pair below (ELJ in caps, SM=subject
marker, OM=object marker, QM=question marker/ VINF=verb
inflection):

Watashi

I

wa

SM

JOGINGU

sum

yotei

* jogging' VINF(pres.) plan

desu.

is

"I ELJ plan to go jogging."

Konya,
Tonight

ryoori
cook

sum
tsiimori
VINF (pres.) intention

desu.
is

"Tonight I intend to cook."

In contrast, adjectival ELJ nouns are often (but not

exclusively) used with the particle 'NO' as a nominalizer.
Anata

wa,

GURIIN no kutsu

You

SM

green

shoes

o

OM

hakimasu

ka?

wear (pres.)

QM

"Will you wear green shoes?"

15

Ano

ORENJI

That

orange

no kuruma

car

wa

ii

desu.

SM

good

is.

"That orange cair is good."

SURU may also be used in combination with adjectival
nouns as well as verbal nouns, although in a slightly

different manner. With the examples cited above (ORENJI and

GURIINj, SURU may be added after the nominalizer NX to mean
'to make', 'change', or 'switch into'. NX may also be
combined with verbal nouns to achieve the same effect. The

addition of SURU (along with attendant particles) thus

enables much broader applications for both, verbal nouns and
adjectival nouns, as in the sentences:
Kono

PEN

wa,

GUREEN

This

pen

SM

green

ni

SHIMASHCX>

(to/into)

VINF(fut.)

ka?

QM

"Shall we switch to a green pen?"

Yakyuu
Baseball

yori,
more than

BASUKETTO
basketball

ni
(to/into)

SHIMASU
VINF(pres.)

ka?
QM .

"Will you try basketball (over) baseball?"

Xn all usages the auxiliary inflects normally according
to the tense or case requirements of the speaker (e.g. SURU
becomes sureba and shittara for conditional case, shlta and

shimashita for simple past tense, shite, and shinasai for
commands, etc.) just as it would in combination with an
indigenous, or non-ELJ-derived Japanese verb base.

16

Ashworth and Lincoln (1973) observe that while the

predominant method of forming verbs from loanwords in
Japanese consistently involves the inflectional affixation
outlined above, in most cases only a shortened, two-mora

(two syllable phonemic 'unit') version of the loanword is
employed. The morae typically comprise no more than the

first two syllabic units of the loanword original. Thus, the
loan DEMONSUTOREESHON (demonstration) becomes DEMO before

being added to SURU to form DEMO SURU (to demonstrate), and
SEKUSHUARU HARASUMENTO (sexual harassment) + SURU becomes

SEKU KARA SURU (to sexually harass).
In addition to the SURU affix, another type of

transformation process has been mentioned by each of the
aforementioned authors, where the loanword is inflected with
the verb suffix -RU, as in the

example SABORU (from the

two-mora reduced Portuguese loanword SABO (sabotage). The

resulting loanverb also undergoes a significant semantic
shift to mean 'to loaf or 'to be truant', as in the

sentence, "Kyoo wa, gakkoo o sahotte kimashita." ("Today, I

played hooky/skipped school.") Interestingly, loanwords such
as DEMONSUTOREESYON have also been documented as being
transformable in the same manner (e.g. DEMO+RU = DEMORU).

However, ■ Ashworth and Lincoln insist that because this type
of formation exists primarily (but not exclusively) in the

17

vernacular, it is best considered nbnstandard or slang.

The processes of ELJ verb formation may thus be
summarized in the manner below. Ashworth and Lincoln

maintain that process one applies equally to ail loanwords,

1) Add SURU to loanword (e.g. JOGINGU+SURU), or
2) Reduce loanword to two mora (e.g. DEMONSUTOREESHON
becomes 'DEMO')

2a) add SURU (e.g. DEMO+SURU) or
2b) Add verb suffixes directly (e.g. DEMORU)

The noun-verb noun-adjective transformation processes

are peculiar and highly visible aspects of ELJ adoption
especially given the tendency of Japanese, as a zero-

anaphora language, to omit subjects, leaving verbs to
virtually stand alone as communicative utterances. However,
the truncation and affixation processes heretofore described
illustrate just a few ways in which Japanese imports English

words for specific communicative purposes without disrupting
its own morphological rhythm. It also serves as a useful
introduction to the broader context of ELJ adoption, which
can be seen to involve a host of processes and

implementation strategies, the most salient of which are
highlighted in the next section.

18

2.1 Categorizing ELJ Transformation Processes

While the researches undertaken by Martin, Sato,
Ashworth, and Lincoln thus far acknowledged focus largely

upon ELJ transformation processes with respect to inflecting
systems and particle usage, Morimoto (1983) observes ELJ

incorporation from the perspective of deeper morphological
changes to the loanwords themselves. In doing so, she
identifies two basic categories of alterations: I)
Inflections and II) Hybrids. While the author does not

insist on the completeness of her categorization, her effort
does help illustrate the systematic nature of many of the
transformation processes which exist with ELJ, and
complements aforementioned research on nouns and loanverbs.
Under Inflections, the first category, the author

distinguishes between morphological inflections for a) verbs
and b) adjectives (including quasi-adjectives and
adverbials), as verbs and adjectives are inflected
differently to fit into the morphological system of the host
language. As mentioned in the previous section, the loanword

EKISAITO, for example, is inflected with the auxiliary verb
SURU to become EKISAITO SURU (to excite). (Here, the two

mora rule as defined by Ashworth and Lincoln) is obviously
not observed.

Adjectives and adverbials follow a different pattern of

■

■ ■
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morphological transformation; the loanword NAU (now =

modern), for example, takes on the affix -I to become an
adjective (NAU^I). Similarly, the English adjective SOFUTO
adds the affix -NA to render the more structurally

acceptable SOFUTO-NA), and the adjective 'mild' (MAIRUDO)
can add the affix -NX to form the adverb 'mildly', etc.
All three of the above representations follow the

standard pattern by which Japanese regularly incorporates
and transforms words from one part of speech into another.

In the case of adjectives, for example, it is possible to
affix the base word utsukushl- with a final -I to form the

.

adjective ^utsukushilh (beautiful), or substitute -KU to
create

the adverh utsukushiKU (beautifully). In the case of

quasi-adjectives--words that may serve in dual capacities as
both adjectives and adverbs--the -NA affix is also
prevalently used, as in the example kirei-NA hana ('pretty

flower'). Like many verbs which take on the SURU affix,
however, quasi-adjectives such as kirei may also be marked
to form adverbs with the substitution of -NX for -NA,

yielding kirei-NI, as in the phrase kirei-ni shlmashita

(beautifully done).

Under Hybrids, Morimoto qualifies four subdivisions:
a) affixations, which include combinations of English loan

bases and prefixes with Japanese loan bases and suffixes,
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e.g.: DABER + ing (chatting), MINI + kaihatsu (mini
development), AMERIKA + teki (American), etc. These are
different from the affixations described under category of

inflections in that the English and Japanese noun bases
and affixes involved are fixed, and cannot be further
inflected;

b) compounds, which feature blendings of English and
Japanese morphemes, such as anzen (safety) + BERUTO = ■
(safety belt), ACADEMI + sho (award), IJI + ODA (easy
order), etc.;

c) truncations, which include truncations of different

parts of the loanwords, partial truncations, and/or
truncations of their derivatives, for example HOMU (taken
from the stem of platform, a place where passengers board
a taxi, train, or bus), BIRU (from the stem of building).
SEKOHAN (second hand), and FURAIPAN (frying pan);

d) acronyms, including such examples as SF (science

fiction), OB (old boy/alumnus), OL (office lady), and UN
(United Nations), etc.;

With respect to the part of speech, it would appear
that ELJ may occupy any of four categories—noun, verb,
adjective, and adverb. However, these categories are not

necessarily exclusive of each other, as the Japanese
derivational system allows for some overlap between parts of
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speeciih, resulting in words that have the unique ability to

fundllion as nouns, and so-called 'quasi-adjectives' and
adveilbials. Both types usually involve some kind of
morp

jemic affixation, taking on suffixes such as -teki, 

fuu.

\-rashiif -de, -naide, -to, etc.

to yield fine shades

of m(|aning, for example: jikan (time) + teki = time-wise,
kindli (modern) + fuu (style) = contemporary, yorokohi
(delight/gladness) + de (with) = yorokobide (with delight),

yukklirl (slowly) + to = yukkurito (leisurely). Despite this
phenamenon, in the context of Japanese television news

reportage, the vast majority of loans are unmistakably.

nounJi, while the applications for the latter categories
appear to be markedly more limited.
.

Regarding the morphological aspects of ELJ, the authors

have revealed a variety of ways in which ELJ are derived,

with the patterns for noun ELJ formation displaying fewer

forms than the non-noun ELJ, which require substantial
affi>:ation. It should also be remembered, however, that

whil€! the transformation patterns thus far discussed also
show apparently broad applications, they may not represent a

complete list, and thus probably best serve as guidelines

for grouping the majority of ELJ by functional and/or

structural category. This is important to remember upon
examination of the recorded data, when ELJ theory can be
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appl led to actual use.

2.2 Data Analysis A: The Functional Role of ELJ

The examples thus far examined have illustrated some
gene iral

patterns which ELJ observe as they are absorbed into

iiost language with respect to part of speech and

the

morp.iology.

In this section, I examine the data gathered to

ttain whether or not ELJ used in news reporting actually

asce

conf brm

to these guidelines.

TABLE 2: Loanword Appearance by Part of Speech

Supaa Taiimi

US Net. News

Noun

57

32

UTBJiji/Ohayo
96

Verb

02

04

08

Adj./Adv.

04

01

07

Misc.li

00

00

00

TOTALS

63

37

111

IAs depicted in the table above, ELJ nouns appear most
xreq'liently

of all parts of speech in all three telecasts

I

(90% II

86%, and 86% respectively). These figures are

istent with the aggregate percentage of all the

cons

loanwords that may be classified as nouns (88%), However,
almost all the nouns represent 'direct borrowings' from

English, i.e. they could not be classified as having.
Japanese inflections nor as being hybrids as described by

Morimoto. (1983), and despite the phonological adjustment to
Japanese, appear as otherwise morphologically unaltered from
i

their originals. In the Supaa Taimu broadcast, such examples
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inclmded the following:

Kyodan no RIIDA-AseOiara Shoko ga kino taiho

RIIDA

Context/Trcuislation

ELJ sample

(leader)

saxemashita.

Cult leader Shoko Asahara was arrested.

hireJceuremashita.

(part /)

Soshite, yoru ni^ Simgpson-san no otaku ni PAACHI- ga

PAACHII

And, in the evening, a party was held at the Simpson
estate.

kimashita.

(poinr)

Naze nruzai da no ka hitotsu no POINTO ga dete

POINTO

One point has come out as to why he was innocent.

Transcripts of US Network News and UTB Business
News

Ohayo Salon broadcasts showed similar uninflected, non

hybr: dized lexemes with respect to nouns:

le

ELJ s

INDO

GAARO

(girl riend)

Context/Translation (From US Network News)

Simpson-san no GAARUFURENDO Paula Baabieri-san no
sugata wa mikakerarenakatta to iu koto desu.

Mr. Simpson*s girfriend Paula Barbieri was not seen.
SHII

PURAi;

(privc cy)

Kore ni tai shi 4 nen mae, toji 12 sai datta Jamezu
Akuton-kun ga maiyaku kensa o kyosei suru no wa
PXJRAIBASHII no shingai da to iimashita.

Four years ago, James Acton said at age 12 when he
took a compulsory drug test, that it was a violation
of his privacy.
From UTB Jini Business News/Ohavo Salon)

Kotoshi no formyura wan REESU ga raishu nichiyobi
okonowareznasu ga, otanoshimi desu ne.
This year's race will be held next Sunday, so

(rape)

Well, let's take a look at this morning's report.

(reporlj:)

Dewa, sassoku kesa no REPOOTO wo goran itadakimasu.

REPOOTO

REESU

(everybody) is looking forward to it, right?

Loanverbs comprised a comparatively small percentage of

the ElJ appearing in the raw data (3%, 10% and 7%,
i

'

■

■■

'

■

.

■

'■

■ ■

■ ■

■ .

■

■

respeetively) , and these numbers were also consistent with
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the aggregate mean (7%). While the SURU affixations

precisely followed the aforementioned paradigms for loanverb
formation, the majority of verbs in all of the telecasts did
not observe the two-mora constraint. In the samples below,

KUTTQ sum represents one of the few verbs that does observe
the donstraint.

ELJ sample

Context/Translation (From Supaa Taimu)

HIITOi^PU suru

Soshite, Berdi no SAPOOTAA ga HIITTO APPU

,(to quarrel)

shimashita.
(One of the soccer club) Verdi fans quarreled with
another fan.

RERAKUSU sum

StJTAATINGU MEMBAA wa, dochiramo RERAKUSU shiteim.

(to relax)

The starting members (of the teams) are all relaxed.

ELJ sample

Context/Translation (From US Network News)

(to rhtion)

KUTTO sum

Mainichi no ooame de inryosui ga KUTTO

sareznashlta.

Due to heavy everyday rains drinking water has been
cut off.

Futsukago ni SUPEESU SHYATARU ga, MIR to DOKKING sum
yotei.

DOKKIl^GU sum
(to dock)

In two days, the Space Shuttle and Mir plan to dock.
BAABEKYU sum

Soshite, [tako ga] torettara, sugu BAABEKYU sum to

(to berbeque)

oishii.

And after the [octopus] catch, barbequeing makes it
delicious.

ELJ sample

From UTB Jiii Business News/Ohayo Salon)

ENJOI jsum

...Amerika de kenbutsu nado ENJOI shinagara, Nihon no

(to enjoy)

kankyaku ga nerawarem yo ni natte kita to iu koto
desu.

...While enjoying sightseeing in America, Japanese
tourists have come to be targeted, so it is said.

Nanbyakunin no bijin ga APPURAI shita.
Several hundred beauties applied for the Rose Queen
position.

APPURAI sum

(to apply)

jlhe remainder of ELJ found in the telecasts comprised
adjectives; adverbs and other parts of speech were not
I
1

•

■

.
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.

.

.

■

represented. Adjective representation was about even with
that 'or verbs (6%, 3% and 6%, respectively, and 6% overall).
i

■.

■

•

,

.

■

■

■■

■

Most |of the ELJ adjectives and adjectival nouns found in the

raw data also follow the normal Japanese inflection patterns
described earlier, taking on the -na ending. Exceptions to
this trend appeared in both US Network News, where the
adjectival noun BETERAN (veteran) took on the nominalizer NO

in mojdifying uchyu hikoshi (astronaut), and in UTB Jiji

Businiess News/Ohayo Salon broadcast, where the loan BESTQ
(best:/first rate) was used with neither affixation nor a

nominalizer in modifying its object, rodo keiyaku (labor
contract).

.

ELJ satnple

Context/Translation (From Supaa Taimu)

DORAMApHIKU-na

DORAMICHIKU-na shiai deshita.

(dramatic)

It was a dramatic game/match.

ELJ sample

Context/Translation (US Network News)

BETERAN

Kare wa, BETERAN no uchyu hikoshi desu.

(experienced)

He is a veteran.astronaut.

ELJ sainple
KCX)RU-na

Contexts/Translations (From UTB Jini)
Aikawarazu, KOORU-na kotae.

(cool) i

As usual, a cool response.

POPtJRAA-na

Sore wa, ichiban POPURA-na sutereotaipu da so

(popular)

desu.

That seems to be the most popular stereotype.
BESTO

(best)

Gaikokujin no senshu de wa, BESUTO rodo keiyaku
wa Nomo senshu no da to iu koto desu.

Among the foreign players, Nomo *s is the best
contract.
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2.3 Morphological Changes

While the fact that the overwhelming majority of ELJ in

the raw data adhere closely to their original morphology is

significant in its own right, some interesting examples to
the contrary also exist. Less than 10% of the total number
of English loanwords recorded from the telecasts exhibited
significant morphological deviation from their originals,
but all three groups of programs featured at least a few of
these words. They are summarized and categorized as follows,
according to Morimoto's (1983) format.

MorholoqicallY Altered ELJ by Telecast
Su-paa Taimu

U.S. Network News

UTB Jiii/Ohavo Salon

Hybrids
Affixations
BUROKKU-ka

GANGU-dan (gang/mob)

(trade block

forination)
Truncations

NAITAAI (night game)

JIIPAN (denim jeans)

SEKUHARA

KANBIIRU (canned beer)

(sexual harassment)
TERO (terrorist)

SUKII-bo (ski cap)

NOBERU sho

Compounds
kin MEDARU

(gold medal)

(Nobel Prize)
TOORUHURII denwa

(toll-free call)

HIPPI jidai
(hippie
generation)
AcronyitiLS
JI EN EE (DNA)
ERU EE (LA)
SHI PII A;\RU(CPR)
NAHUTA (NAFTA)
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■jit is interesting to note that among all the methods of
morphological transformation mentioned, truncations,

compcjunds, and acronyms were best represented. One may
specujlate with some plausibility why this is so. Acronyms

are pierhaps the easiest of all loanwords to import for two .
reasons; a) because of the structural simplicity of their

origipals (most specimens, such as DNA and L.A., are no more
■

I

■

'

'

i ■

■

,

■ ■■

■

■

'

.

■

than bwo or three abbreviations in length), and b) they
i

■

.

■■

.

'

'

■

•

■,

■

,

.

follojv the same consonant-vowel phonology as Japanese.

pifferent strategies undoubtedly apply to the formation
[

.

■

.

■

.

■

of truncations and compounds. ELJ such as BUROKKU-ka (trade

blockI formation) , GYANGU-dan (gang), JIIPAN (denim jeans,
.'! '

■

■

■

■

ostensibly from 'jean pants'), SEKUHAEIA (sexual harassment) ,

KANBIlRU (canned beer), etc. appear to be formed more in

.. i , ■ '

' ■

'

.

•

, .■ •

.

step With standard Japanese agglutinating techniques (which
have, |in turn, been borrowed from Chinese) . Aggutination—
i

'

•

■

'

'

■

the si^stematic combining and inflecting of roots, is
i

■

■

■

especijally convenient When numbers of kanji characters are
!

'

■

■

■

'

■

■■ ■

necessiary in expressing ideas, and can result in lexemes of

a varijety of lengths depending on how descriptive and formal

the sppaker (or writer) wishes to sound. Agglutination of
the common noun nikutai (physical/of the body) helps to

illustrate this phenomenon. Adding the suffix -teki, for
i ■

■

-

■ '

■

■

"

'

■

■

■

.

.

■

■

example, creates the more technical-sounding nikutaiteki
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,

• '

(physically); interchanging the morpheme rodo (labor) for
teki,! creates nikutairodo (physical labor). Nikutairodo can
be further amended with additional morphemes, such as -sha

(person), keiyaku (contract)> and -sho (paper/form) to yield
even more derivatives, e.g. nikutairodosha (physical
i

'

■

' '

' ■

■

■

■,

,

■

laborier), nikutairodokeiyaku (physical labor contract), and

■ 'i.

■ ■ ■

nikut^airodokeiyakushp (physical labor contract agreement).
'Simple and efficient, the convenience of such

agglujtination is probably partially offset by the
■ ' ' ■

i! .

■

■

■

■

■

.

■

'

inconvenience of properly recalling each individual morpheme
■i

,

■

■

■■

■

whenever the speaker wishes to reutter the word.

Interbstingly, word-shortening processes such as clipping
■ ■ i
■
■
■
,
■ ■
■ ■
:
■■
and blending make quick work of such dilemmas, and provide
r

.

.

numerpus serviceable examples, including places and

.

institutions (e.g. Todai, from Tokyo Daigaku = Tokyo
University), food (e.g. ekiben, from ekibento = a bento, or

portaiDle lunch, bought at a train station, or eki), personal
items! {e.g. mibunsho, from mibunshomeisho = identification

card)i and even countries (e.g. Amerika, from Amerika
gasshgkoku - the United States of America) .
■

■■

■

■

■

■

■ ■

■

■

■

'

"

The morphology of loanword borrowing from the English
language,thus far discussed is notable in a few general
i

'

'

.

■

'

'

ways. 5 First, the apparent ease with which ELJ's are absorbed

leave? the impression that perhaps there are few true

■

i
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boundaries to the number and types of words that may be

borrowed, some of which actually supplant their
corresponding Japanese equivalents. Secondly, the careful,

precise manner in which both loanwords and the host language
are engineered to accommodate each other also reflects the

sensitivity Japanese feel toward preserving linguistic and
communicative harmony of their own language while using ELJ.
Finally, the fact that most ELJ are borrowed with only'minor
morphological alterations reflects the highly pragmatic
nature that borrowing plays in contemporary Japanese speech.
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3.0 ELJ Research in Semantics
"It is quite often an illusion to think, as even
literate people sometimes do, that meanings are the same

in all languages, that languages differ only in the
forms used- for those meanings. As a matter of fact the

meanings into which v;e classify our experiences are

culturally determined

and

modified,

and

they

vary

considerably from culture 'to culture."—Lado (1957',
p.78)

While the data reviewed thus far tends to indicate that

most ELJ maintain their essential grammatical and

morphological integrity with respect to their original
forms, the kinds of semantic changes that occur remain to be
seen. Some research has thus far been conducted on the

semantic aspects of ELJ, most of which has attempted to

derine categorically the manner in which their meanings
change. Staniaw (1C81), for example, surmaarires three
aspects of English loanwords in Japanese, all of which

:refiev,t the potential influence that Japanese culture may
: exerp . in..bB.eir;'semantic--iutearpret^^^

■

: :.

.: V..v- •.7.i- it"

1) semantic restriction, in which a word's meaning is
narrowed in its scope of reference. Examples include • -

; 

I-ILNSHON (from '.mansion', originally a large stately house}
whicn means 'high rj.se condominium', and RIKTJSSUTO (from

'request', to ask for) vAich refers specifically to

'musical request', or 'asking a band tc play a particular
,SO.ng.,V;7;7i

-7J-.;.

'7'. ■ - ' -7.7.^777.j,..-p' ;^ 7. ■- .-p;7;7' ;

^7.31

' ''7'' -'

7.,,;. ■ -77.u:i ■ . - .;7. 7- ,

2) semantic shift, which can be characterized in such

pairs of ELJ and corresponding Japanese lexical items as

RESUTORAN (restaurant) vs. shokudo {a. Japanese-style

dining room), RAISU (rice) vs. gohan (cooJced rice/a meal),
and HOTERU (hotel) vs. ryokan (a Japanese-style inn). In
general, while such ELJ connotate western-fashioned items,

their Japanese equivalents indicate something
traditionally Japanese or something old-fashioned.

3) semantic extension or redefinition, in which meaning
changes often represent complete makeovers from their
originals, as in WETTO ('wet', sentimental or soft

hearted) and DORAI ('dry', unsentimental/businesslike). In

this category, Stanlaw also includes coined ELJ's such as

BESU APPU (an increase in base pay or standard of living),
and slang expressions such as RIMOKON (from the original
'remote control') to mean, for example, a husband who

returns straight home after work, foregoing such customary
rituals as eating and drinking with colleagues.
Sonoda (1975) categorizes the semantic development of
ELJ to the following five types:

Type 1) The narrowing or reduction of meaning (e.g. RAISU,
which refers only to 'cooked rice ready to be served');
Type 2) The clipped form (e.g. APAATO, a truncated form of
'apartment house', which stands for only one constituent
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room, or unit, of the complex);

Type 3) Japanese meanings completely unknown to English
speakers, or extension of meanings (e.g. KONSENTO, from
'consent' which means 'a wall plug for electricity');

Type 4) Those ELJ which differ only slightly from their
English originals (e.g. FEMINISUTO, which refers to a
gentleman, or one who is sensitive to the respectful
treatment of women);

Type 5) Slang (e.g. ANTENA, ostensibly from the English
'antenna', which indicates a tall person).
From both Stanlaw and Sonoda, Morimoto (1983) offers a
streamlined classification of semantic modifications to ELJ;

1) The restriction of meaning (which corresponds with

Stanlaw's 'semantic restriction' and Sonoda's Type 1).
2) The extension of meaning (which corresponds with
Stanlaw's 'semantic extension or redefinition'; and

Sonoda's Type 3).

3) The differentiation in connotation (which corresponds

with Stanlaw's 'semantic shift' and Sonoda's Type 4).
4) The pseudo-ELJ, or coined lexical items created in

Japanese. Typically derived from single or multiple

English lexemes (or parts thereof), these terms are unique
in that they lose much, if not all, one-to-one semantic

and morphological identification with their parent words.
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Pseudo-ELJ correspond partially with Stanlaw's semantic
extension or redefinition and Sonodas's Type 4. The
category is subdivided as follows:
a) Pseudo-compound ELJ, e.g.:
IJI ODA (easy order):
GAADO MAN (guard man):

semi custom-made suit
guard
GASORIN SUTANDO: (gasoline stand): gas/service station

b) truncated pseudo-ELJ
HOMU (-form):

platform

SUTO (St-):

strike

WAPURO (wo- + pro-):

word processor

3.1 Data TUialysis B: Assessing Semantic Integrity

The ELJ found in the telecasts were each analyzed for

meaning as could best be determined by the context in which
they appeared. Using several reference texts, including
Webster's New World Dictionary (Third College Edition,

1988), as well as catalogues and dictionaries (in English
and Japanese) by Arakawa (1931), Takahashi (1953), Ichikawa
(1963), Arakawa (1978), Ikushima (1995), and Oshima (1995),

I compiled a complete list of ELJ which exhibit at least

some degree of semantic deviation from their originals. The
research heretofore mentioned by Stanlaw, Sonoda, and

Morimoto have been retained as categorical standards by
which to.measure the quality of ELJ semantic change. The
results were as follows:
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TABLE 3; ELJ Semantic Deviation by Broadcast
Broadcast:

Phonetic

Semantic

Mecuiina

chanae

transliteration

Supaa Taizmi
'check *

CHEKKU suru

* nighterV

NAITAA

'balance'

BARANSU

'plant'
'top'
'spray'
'straight'

PURANTO
TOPPU

SUPUREE

SUTOREETO

'center'

SENTAA

'bata box'

BATA BOKUSU

'no-hit-no-run!■:

NO HITTO NO RAN

to inspect
night game (baseball)
physical balance
manufacturing plant

restriction

best

restriction

spray/atomizer

restriction

pseudo-ELJ ~
restriction
restriction

fastball

restriction

center field

redefinition

batter's box

pseudo-ELJ
pseudo-ELJ

no hitter

'point
'winning ball'

focal point

restriction

UININGU BOORU

final out

BUROKKA

'block-ka'

trade block

pseudo-ELJ
pseudo-ELJ

'peak'
'pinch'

peak season
water drought

restriction

PINCHI
KUTTO

' cut'

ration

restriction

POINTO

US Network News
PITKU

service

redefinition

SAABISU

'service'

customer

MISU

'miss'

mistake

.

restriction
restriction

SUKII-BO

,' ski^bo'

pseudo ELJ

redefinition

CAPURU

'couple'

ski cap
investigation
married couple.

SENTAA

'center'

clinic

PUROGURAMU

'program'

rehab program

redefinition

RUUTO

'route'

highway

redefinition

'can beer'

canned beer

■ 'check'

CHEKKU

; ■:

KANBIIRU

restriction
restriction

pseudo-ELJ .

,

UTB Jiji Business News/Ohayo Salon
budget cut
telephone service

: : 'cut'

KATTO

'service'

SAABISU

, 'center'

SENTAA

CHEKKUAUTO

:

suru

center

'check-out'

restriction,
restriction

field

redefinition

abandon post

redefinition

KULTRU

'cool'

reserved

restriction

MEMO

' memo'

memor andum ^

restriction

BUUMU

'boom'

sudden popularity

restriction

UININGU BOORU

'winning ball'

final out

pseudo-ELJ

'fever'

excitement

restriction

'best'

top rank

restriction

contest

restriction

\

FIIBAA
BESUTO

! 'contest'

KONTESUTO
APPURAI

suru

TERO

'apply' :

to submit application

restriction

'tero'

terrorist

pseudo-ELJ

syntax

restriction

, 'wording'

WAADINGU

restrict.

Supaa Taimu

7

.

redefin.

shifts

pseudo-ELJ

1

0

5

Tot.

13

US Net News

5

4

0

3

12

UTB Jiji BN/OS

10

2

0

2

14

TOTAL

22

7

0

10 ,

39
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Approximately 18% (39/211) of the ELJ were determined
to deviate semantically from their originals. Such ELJ thus

represent a Small minority in proportion to the total number
of ELJ in the broadcasts; the figure is also comparable to
the numbers of morphologically-altered ELJ's discussed
earlier, which represented less than 10%.

The numbers of

semantically-deviant ELJ, and the total distribution of
these numbers, was roughly even across the three broadcasts

(13 for Supaa Taimu, 12 for U.S. Network News, and 14 for

UTB Jiji Business News/Ohayo Salon, respectively).

Fifty-six per cent of all the meaning changes could be
grouped as semantic restrictions in that their respective
meanings reflected a very narrow interpretation of the
general term as defined in the reference texts. Such

examples included PURANTO (manufacturing plant), SUPREE (an

atomizer, or spray propellant), MISU (a pilot's mistake or
error), BARANSU (physical balance), GHEKKU (medical
inspection), and FIIBAA (intense public excitement over a
well-known or recognized person).

Redefinitions included PINGHI (from 'pinch' or

emergency situation, in, this.case caused .by lack of potable
water due to draught), and PUROGRAMU (a computer program);

Pseudo-EiiJ included NOHITTO NORAN (a baseball game in which
a pitcher allows zero base-hits), SUKII-BQ (a ski cap [+ bo
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from boshi = hat]), and TERO (terrorist). No ELJ displaying
significant semantic shift were counted in the raw data.
One of the most salient characteristics derived from

the raw data was that semantically-deviant ELJ are almost

uniformly distributed among the three broadcasts. This is
especially significant given the huge geographic distance
between broadcast production site and widely disparate
levels of English language contact (discussed in more depth

in the next section); these variables obviously had little
observable impact on usage. While the numbers of such words
are not significant enough to signal a definite trend, the
fact that more than half of these ELJ's were of the

semantically restricted type may point to a general
acceptability of not merely borrowing English words, but in

doing do for specialized or unique purposes. The number of
semantically-deviant ELJ relating specifically to baseball
(23% of the total) may also illustrate a tendency for
selective, creative ELJ adoption and transformation based on
specific needs.

Lastly, the different uses of some of the specialized
ELJ in different broadcasts demonstrates the influence of

context in ELJ usage. While the pseudo-ELJ UININGU BOORU,
for example, appears in two telecasts and carries

essentially the same meaning in both (a winning pitch), the
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loan SENTAA, which appears in all three programs, has
profoundly different nuances depending on its context
(center field at a baseball stadium, or a medical clinic

where outpatient surgery and routine examinations are
performed). The sample pairs GHEKKU (a routine luggage
inspection), and CHEKKU (a microscopic examination of
fertilized embryo), KATTO (to ration food or water), and

KATTO (a budget cut), also illustrate the

powerful impact

that contextualization plays in the implementation of a
great many ELJ, just as it does with standard Japanese and
English words.
A thorough explanation of why this is so would

necessarily entail a deeper investigation into the cultural
and psychological underpinnings of Japanese society, all of

which would be subject to.a certain degree of conjecture. . .

However, one of the more visible aspects of Japanese social
life which surfaces in the language structure might include

the importance of group identification over individual
recognition,, which probably factors into,the Japanese

,

tendency to drop personal prpnouns, locatives and subject
markers. The abundance of verb forms and verbal inflections

devoted to like or similar tasks also helps define

hierarchical social relationships, thereby relieving need to
continuously specify siibjects, objects, givers, and

receivers, etc. Japan's relative cultural homogeneity also
-
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.

probably enables native speakers of Japanese to more

intuitively assess which forms and styles of expression are
appropriate in given situations than peoples- of more
heterogeneous cultural backgrounds, such as the Unites
States. Each of these conditions doubtless exerts some

measure of influence on the linguistic development of

Japahese; why the language has evolved to.be so contextually
sensitive is, to a degree, probably a result of such

ellipsis, and the social need to continually define social
status through speech. How ELJ factor into the manner in
which these relationships are defined (e.g. does their use

confirm or negate a measure of status on a speaker?) remains
another question entirely, and will not be directly
addressed here. It is somewhat clear, however, that while

ELJ may look and sound much like their originals, their
usage and semantic interpretation is often subject to the
same forces which have come to shape the Japanese language
itself.
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CHAPTER FOUR: USAGE DOMAINS

4.0 Language Contact and News Orientation

The transcripted telecasts represent three different
degrees of language contact by which the raw data may be
analyzed. While two of the broadcasts (Supaa Taimu and US

Network News) are produced in Tokyo, the latter pair (UTB
Jiji Business News and Ghayo Salon—grouped together) are
produced and transmitted from the same studio in Los
Angeles, where English language contact is much higher than
in mainland Japan. In addition to the difference in language
contact dominance caused by the geographic location of
production, however,, there is also a disparity in the focus
of the stories; while the vast majority of the Supaa Taimu

broadcasts are devoted to Japan-oriented news, the thrust of
US Network News (as its title suggests) remains largely
focused on news items pertinent to the United States. UTB

Jiji Business News/Ohayo Salon focuses almost exclusively on
domestic and local newp events, most of which are relevant

to the immediate Los Angeles community in which a
substantial number of Japanese live. These differences in
language contact and subject orientation allow for some

comparative assessments of the impact of both factors on ELJ
usage domains. Approximately 20 hours of broadcasts were
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recorded from both Supaa Taimu and U.S. Network News; the

UTB Jiji Business News and Ohayo Salon recordings also
totalled approximately: 20 hours.

. In order to ascertain the specific types of topics

associated with loanword use more specifically, I divided
each telecast into three groups: 1) Japan-oriented news

(i.e. news stories devoted specifically to topics generated
by activities pertinent to Japan and/or the Japanese

.

islands), 2) U.S. news, and 3) international news. Japan

and U.S. news items were further subdivided into several,
theme-based categories: business/economics, politics,

society/lifestyle, science/technology, health/leisure,
features (feature stories, including interviews and short

documentaries), and sports/entertainment. International news
served as a catch-all category for those internationally

theme-based stories which could not be readily grouped as

either specifically Japan- or U.S.-related. The results of
the counts, were as follows:

TT^-Rrr.v. A'. T.nanword Distribxjtion bv Broadcast and ■topic

supaa Taimu

US Net. News

JAPAN NEWS

a) Business/Economics. 0

b) Politics
c) Society/Lifest.

3

2
19

d) Science/Techn.
e) Health/Leisure
f) Features

0

g) Sports
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SUBTOTAL

58

1
^

P
0.
4

^

n

JTB Jiji/Ohayo
3

^
2

0

0
0

14
20
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2

6

3

0

7
5

' 'M)-- ■

/ ^■ y- '.6
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3
1
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4
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interesting characteristics

regardihg ELJ us^a

First,; over half of all the ELj used i

all t!he ;broadcasts were foun^ in the entirely Los Angelesproduced UTB Jiji Business News/Ohayo Salon broadcasts
(110/211=52%) . This compared with nearly 30% (63/211)
the Supaa Taimu program and 18% (37/211)

for

for US Network

News. Such concentration may be intuitively expected, given
the fact that Los Angeles is a relatively high English
language contact region.

When grouped by news orientation, the figures also

showed some differentiation. For example, ELJ usage was
weighted in, favor of United States-oriented news over Japanoriented news,

(59% to 41%, respectively) . This imbalance

may or may not be not be significant, however, for the same

reasons as those given above. Interestingly, English
loanwords were used far more frequently in the entirely

Japan-produced Supaa Taimu broadcast for the reportage of
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Japan-oriented news than in either of the other groups of

programs. This was surprising because English language
contact in Tokyo is relatively low compared to Los Angeles.
Most of these ELJ's are concentrated in specific topic
areas, with almost 60% (52/87) found in sports stories. The

majority of the remainder (25%) were used in the reportage

of news associated with society/lifestyle. The other
telecasts showed similar trends, with the vast majority used

for sports reportage, and very minimal representation for
businessXeconomics (3), politics (1), and societyMifestyle
(2). This trend may indicate a somewhat conservative •
acceptance of ELJ by Japanese in Japan to narrower usage
domains.

For U.S.-oriented news, the distribution of ELJ was

heavily concentrated in favor of the English-contact
broadcasts; almost 43% of all ELJ's (90/211) were recorded

from the UTB Jiji Business News/Ohayo Salon programs. This
compares with 13% for US Network News, and only 2% for the
Supaa Taimu shows, respectively. The number of ELJ found in

international news stories was relatively insignificant
(only one ELJ was recorded from each telecast group). These
figures tend to confirm the contrasting acceptableness of

ELJ based on geographic and language-contact boundaries. ELJ

; use was heaviest in society/lifestyle and feature stories,
but^ these figures also reflected a greater proportion of

broadcast time devoted to such categories. The fact that
United States-oriented news items showed slightly more even
distribution aaross topic groupings than their counterparts

in Japan-news may again demonstrate the liberal approach

of

native speakers of Japanese toward borrowing English words
when inhibiting social constraints are absent.

4.1 Subject/Topic Preferences

In terms of Japan-oriented news for all groups, the

concentration of ELJ in;the sports/entertainment field
probably provides the clearest litmus test for overall ELJ
use. The raw data reveal an even more refined delineation of

particular sports in which ELJ use is prevalent—in
baseball, for example, such terms as NAITAA (night game),
SUTOREETO (fastball), SENTAA (center field), and UININGU

BOORU (winning ball = the final out) are commonplace. The
data from the U.S. Network News programs were not

particularly conclusive in any respect with regard to its
Japan news-oriented content. However, the fact that the same

kinds of individual loanwords were shared between the Japanand U.S.-produced programs may provide another clue as to

where in,Japanese news reportage the use of ELJ is most

universally acceptable: recreational activities of foreign
origin which are already well-enough established to be
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considered household terms.

It has already been mentioned that ELJ use is generally
more ubiquitous when news is relevant to the United States,

particularly when the broadcast originates from there.
However, it may be possible that such usage indicates

something more than a general disposition toward English
loanwords. In analyzing the UTB Jiji Business News/Ohayo
Salon telecasts, it becomes clear that while a great many

ELJ's fall into narrow categories (i.e. society/lifestyle,

and features), both of these groupings nonetheless spanned a
broad;range of news items that are reported in various
degrees of depth, ranging from gang shootings, public forums
and high profile murder trials to foreign travel, dog shows,
festivals, and many others. In contrast to the ELJ used in

other broadcasts, announcers for these segments borrow
English words almost spontaneously, even when conditions
don't appear to warrant such use. Clearly, terms such as
KOMUNICHI GURUPPU (community group), HEETO KURAIMU (hate

crime), CHIINEEJI PUREGUNANSHII (teenage pregnancy), EECHI
AI VUI (HIV), etc. find as much utility here as

KOMUFOTABURU-na (Comfortable), SUTOPPU OBAA suru (to stop
over), SEKU HARA (sexual harassment), FATTO FUREE (fat-free)

and KORESUTOROORU FUREE (cholesterol-free). Yet, unlike the
reportage of sporting events like baseball, where the

terminology is pervasive enough to make avoiding them
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difficult, the above examples possess clea^ and discrete,

non-loanword-derived equivalents in Japanese that might have
easily sufficed. It therefore appears more likely that

individual stylistic factors may also play a role in
determining the quality and quantity of ELJ use in certain
scenarios.
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CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY AND CGNCLUSION

I have examined theories about the formation and

incorporation of English loanwords in Japanese, and compared
them with data obtained from Japanese news broadcasts to
determine their validity in a select group of realistic

linguistic environments. In addition, I have attempted to
identify usage patterns in order to better understand the

domains in which they are preferred. The findings were
revealing about the manner in which ELJ behave in

contemporary Japanese speech as it is used in the semi-

controlled format of mass-media news reportage.
With respect to their assimilation into Japanese
grammar, ELJ behaved in a manner consistent with the limits

imposed by the prevailing system. The vast majority were
incorporated as nouns; verbs showed strong adherence to
formation rules, and even non-nouns also tended to follow

the broader guidelines for inflection. As predicted, the
presence of ELJ did not fundamentally alter the host

grammatical system, but the fact that most ELJ appeared in
largely uninflected, morphologically unaltered form—in
essence, much as their originals would in an ail-American

English sentence—wss surprising given the range of possible
formation techniques and processes that have been
documented. It may be plausible to deduce that in
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contemporary Japan, the wholesale borrowing of English
lexemes in 'as is' condition—that is, exactly as they are

spoken or written—may now be more of the norm than the
exception.

Language contact appeared to be a strong factor in ELJ
use. In low language contact broadcast areas (i.e. Tokyo)
usage domains for ELJ seemed to be confined primarily to

sports terms> specifically (but hot exclusiyely) baseball,

undoubtedly one of the most popular sports in Japan. As
baseball and other sports of non-Japanese origin (including

golf, soccer, rugby, and more recently/

fbbtball)

have gained steadily greater acceptance in Japan, it is easy
to speculate why their respective terminologies have

.

attained household status. This trend became especiaTly

salient when the focus of news reporting rests on Japanoriented topics. ELJ frequency was highest in the higher
language contact areas (i.e. the United States), and where
topics were more closely linked to foreign subjects,

ostensibly for the same reasons as cited above. Here,
however, it may be said that both the topic and the

environment were more accommodating to the use of ELJ.
ELJ distribution was not significantly different,
however,'when reportage centered on U.S.-oriented news
events, although the society and feature story categories
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did show a sharp increase in ELJ frequency. While overall:
frequency of ELJ use in U.S.-oriented news reporting was
dramatically higher vis-a-vis Japanese news topic reporting,
sports stories did not appear to attract a higher proportion

of ELJ than other categories of news.
However, as sports nomenclature (specialized terms such
as HOOMU RAN, NAITAA, SUTOREETO, BATA BOKUSU, etc.) are

highly discrete and distinct from everyday Japanese lexicon,
they are not easily replaced by Japanese colloquialisms.
Thus, why such words were not better represented in foreignsubject telecasts is probably due to the fact that less time

was allotted to sports news reportage.

ELJ used in telecasts showed a remarkable tendency to
not only appear structurally and syntactically as they might
in an all-English telecast—they also carried much of the
same semantic content as well. This again probably reflects

the immense appetite that Japanese people (particularly
those involved in mass-media professions) have for English
word adoption, and the rapid pace by which this process
takes place.

Lexemes that are not fully adopted show a

strong tendency towards semantic restriction, displaying the
careful style by which Japanese evaluate foreign words as

acceptable items for import into their language. Semantic
restriction finds more broad-based support than wholesale

redefinition and subtle semantic shifting, although these
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tendencies are also represented. Such restriction may signal

the presence of two different conditions: a) words that are
still in the process of evolving toward full semantic
integration, and b) words that have reached a fossilization

point beyond which fuller embrace of their meanings has been
determined unnecessary.
While the significance of ELJ borrowing has its
detractors—Quackenbush (1971) goes so far as to remark that

the Japanese do not actually borrow words en masse, but

"simply use the words of English origin that are borrowed
for them by others, mainly writers" (p.64),—the data
presented here confirms the important communicative role
that English loanwords have nonetheless come to occupy in

the modern Japanese lexicon (irrespective of language
contact), even if their functions and forms are somewhat

limited. Stanlaw (1981) notes: "the function of English
cannot be isolated from communicative strategies in Japanese
society. The use of English loanwords is an integral part of
such strategies" (p.168).
With regard to the kinds of
loans, however/

words that may become

Miller (1967) notes: "...particularly since

the end of World War II...the principle of "total

availability" has been exercised to its ultimate. Today
virtually any English word in the book is fair game (for
incorporation) in writing or in public speaking, sometimes
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with a word of explanation in Japanese thrown in, sometimes
without it" (p.249). If such observations have any merit-
and the continually increasing number of ELJ borrowings
seems to suggest that perhaps there is—-then the present
trend certainly portends an interesting future for the

Japanese language. As military, commercial, and
intercultural contact between Japan and its neighboring
countries (particularly the United States) becomes more
intimate on almost all levels, there is no reason to expect

that such borrowing will not accelerate, and that usage
domains will widen and grow more numerous, possibly even

supplanting traditional Japanese lexemes as communicative
norms. Further, for a host language such as Japanese, where
context plays a more powerful role in determining meaning
than in English, words new and old (ELJ notwithstanding),

will probably continue to undergo significant semantic
alteration, but remain interpretable in multiple ways
depending on how they are contextualized.
As mentioned in the introduction, this thesis has been

composed with the English-speaking learner of Japanese in
mind and the problems that recognizing and using ELJ entail;
it would thus be advantageous if some kind of strategy for
learning'proper ELJ usage could be derived from the research
and analysis thus far reviewed. As mentioned earlier,

English loanwords in Japanese seem to observe fairly well
. . .
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rules regarding morphology—even Miller's phonological

transformation system is fairly reliable, albeit simplistic.
From the perspective of the English-speaking Japanese

learner, however, these concerns pale in importance next to
accommodations regarding ELJ semantics that must be
addressed when confronting loanwords in the ever-expanding
ELJ lexicon. Indeed, how to form and insert loans into a

japahese sentence is not the presiding issue; far more'
formidable pitfalls await the unwary non-native speaker of
Japanese armed only with a rudimentary knowledge of the ELJ
original meanings. How, for example, is one to know that
NAITAA refers only to a baseball contest played in the

evening, or that SENTAA can be redefined to mean 'center

field', 'medical clinic' or take on other meanings based
solely on the context of conversation? While words with

multiple meanings abound in the English language—certainly

'center' can be interpreted in at least as many ways as its
ELJ derivative. The point here is that to the ears of a
person accustomed to information dense languages (i.e.

languages such as English in which subjects and objects are
often clearly identified by their respective parts of

speech)', Japanese does not properly contextualize English
loanwords well enough to promote basic understanding.
Teachers of Japanese to native English speakers would thus
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be well advised to warn their students of the problems that
ELJ usage may cause in communication/ and to devote the
necessary resources toward insuring sound instruction.

For reasons as those mentioned above, the future of

English loanword borrowing into Japanese will doubtless
consume an increasing amount of linguistic research for
quite some time to come. Which usage domains will be targets
of future waves of ELJ assimilation is probably one of'the

more intriguing questions of all. Clues to these and other
issues of ELJ usage would be greatly aided by inter-regional
and.broad-scoped historical research into vernacular speech,

such studies would more reliably expose the most advanced,

dynamic forces in the course of new change in progress.
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Appendix A.
The Ja'oanese Katakana Svllabarv

T {a)
: (ka) .

■ dju)

-I'd)

d'(ku)

(ke)

:t (o)
n (ko)

^^(su)

dr (se)
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, =T ( ki)
v^ (si)

^ (ta)
i'(na)
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,(ni)
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?Mne)
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(ha)

k (hi)
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■Appendix B.
The Japanese Hiraaana Svllabarv

h (a)
( ka)

V> (i)

% (ki) . ;<(ku)

■ ^ (sa)
fc (ta)

% (ti)

(na)

(ni )

^ (ma)

^ (mi )
tN (hi)

(ha)

. 1"(su)

U (si)

-O (tsu)

■ T (te)

(nu)

:

•^(ya)
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X (e) .
n ike)
^(se) .

D (U)

0 .(ri) ^
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§ (ru) . ■

io (o)
il ( ko)
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ia (ne)
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•^(he)
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6 (ro)

^ (wo)

^(n)
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Appendix C. ' .
Intralanauaae Comparison: English vs. Japanese
(from Linguistics Across Cultures. R. Lado)

Japanese

Enalish

Language Family

Indo-European

Inflection

limited

,

Altaic

CO

highly inflected

1

<
1

Constituent
Features

manyokernel changes, word order
crucial to determining
relationships between words

distinct and

constant,
context crucial to

determining
relationships
between words

Rhythm

stressed, emphasis added

metronome-like,

pitch added
Phoneme count
vowels

5

. 15

semi-vowel5

3

0.

consonants

24

17

pitches

4

0

stresses

4

.

■

'

■

phonemic elements combined
in clusters

^

0

most phonemes
pronounced as

,

individual units

Syntax
canonical order

S-O-V

defined styles

intimate .

. polite
honorific

impersonal
literary
Writing systems
Roman alphabet

Roman alphabet

Arabic numerals

Arabic numerals

katakana syllabary
kanji ideograms
Stroke

horizontally,,
left to right

horizontally,
left to right
vertically,
right to left
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Appendix D. .
Examples, of Non-English Loanword Borrowing into Japanese
(from The Japanese Language, R.A. Miller) '
Loanvord

Me^nincr

Japanese

KataJcana

Meanincr

PORTUGUESE
capa

raincoat

kappa

raincoat

pao

bread

pan.,

bread

tabaco

cigarette

tabako

cigarette

gibao

doublet

jiban ,

undershirt

botao

button

botan

button

castella

Castile

kasutera

sponge cake

t.empero

seasoning

tenpura

copo

cup

kuppu

y 77°

=1 —h —

deep-fry ,
cup

DUTCH

koffie

coffee

koohii

glas

glass

gurasu

blik

tin-plate

buriki

gom

rubber

gomu

alkohol

alcohol

alukooru

bier

beer

biiru

If-71/

beer

ransel

knapsack

randoseru

y y"

knapsack

coffee

glass

tin-plate
-d K

rubber
alcohol

K-t/v

GERMAN

gaze

gauze

gaze

gauze

ski

ski

sukii

ski

ideologie

ideology

ideorogi,

tema

theme

teema

arbeit

work

arubaito

4"fir D^

ideology

T;\y/^4 h

part-timer

theme

FRENCH
manteau

cape

manto

decadent

decadent

dekadan

atelier

workshop

atorie

jupon

trousers

zubon

pas

not

paa

avec

with

abekku

sarava

shallow dish

sara

kasaya

yellow Buddhist' robe

OOgesa .

danapati

munificent man

dan/na

cape/cloak
decadent

TMJ 31

workshop
trousers

A-

crazy,stupid
a date

SANSKRIT
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y
.

dish

exaggeration
^

husband

Appendix E.

Encrlish

Japanese

Katakana

Non-ELJ

Hiracrana

Kanii

FOODS

pork cutlet

tonkatsu

beefsteak

bifuteki

melon

meron

V

■ ^
y ny

orange

orenji

mikan

wine

wain

budooshu

beer

biiru

cheese

chiizu

peanuts

piinatsu

omlette

omuretsu

hot dog

hottodoggu

rice

raisu

milk

miruku

olive

oribu

salad

sarada ,

m
^if 5 L

If—/V

y^y

kome

4--IL

gyuunyuu

ird yy
yy y

CLOTHING/PERSONAL ITEMS
bracelet

bureesuretto

jacket

jaketsu

pants.

pantsu

buutsu

boots

my car

mai kaa

y V—^ V y h udewa ,

guroobu

pen

pen

blouse

burausu , ^ ^

slippers
one-piece
two-piece

surippaaz
,wanpiisu
tsuu piisu

y—y V
watashi no

y^y

t>fz'L(D
li if 5 L

fitoS
ifjm

5 t> <"-o ■ -.

±m

tebukuro

'<y

X y y/^—y / uwagutsu
vyd—y

y—'d—y

handbag

handobaggu

saint

seento

ir-y h

size

saizu

cent

sen'to

yyy
-try h

y

yy

seija ,'
•ookisa

n#

jojo^$

handerchief han * kachi
boots

buutsu

raincoat

rein* kooto

necktai

nekutai

y

/^yy

jidoosha
glove

;^

5

y—y
yn— h

white shirt waishatsu

vyy^y

pocket

poketto

ifsyy h

sweater

seetaa

y^—y—

knife

naifu

yyy

hamono

towel

taoru

camera

kamera

ijyy

syashinki
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if

^

English

Japanese

Katakana

Non-ELJ

Hiragana

Kanji

PLACES/DESTINATIONS
hyakkaten

dept. store depaato

Rushya

Russia

Beikoku

Amerika

U.S.A.

shokudoo

resutoran

restaurant

Furansu

France

Hawai

Hawaii

Tai

Thailand

Doitsu

Germany

Spain

Spain

Indonejia

Indonesia

Igirisu

Igirisu

3nX

Yoroppa

Europe ,

y

Furilippin

Philippine

Betnam

Vietnam

tfy

Eikoku

y
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y

HOUSEHOLD ITEMS

arubamu

album

sutereo

stereo

yyi—F
yiyyt

rajio

radio

X—7°

teepu

tape

rekoodo

record

moppu

mop

y-trx h
jo —^—

onyuu-—new

new

consento

outlet

yyi—^
t°T/

piano

piano

fooku

fork

beddo

bed

posuto

mail box

basu

bus

xi^tf

terebi

television

-fy

K

futon

atarashii

feifejbLV'*

ffLv^

rock (music)rokku (ongaku)

machi

match

kaaten

curtain

pooru

pool

ij—^y
xf

charm point chaamu pointo
erotic book ero(chikku)hon

mirokuten

z£.xi {=f-v

SPORTS/ACTrVTTIES
kyatchi booru

catch ball

marason

marathon

sports

^ tK—jV

.supoorts

appaakatto

uppercut

sakkaa

soccer

f- X

—
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English

Japanese

night game

naitaa

loeation

roke(eshon)

hunting

han(tingu)

Non-ELJ

Katakana

Hiragana

yoru no shiai

Kanii

0

3y

MISC.

y3

shock

shokku

baby
lady

bebii

aluminum

English

aruminyuumu
ingurissyu

kiss

kissu

sign

^



shukujo

7/1^5

A

d' y^ y yiy^ eigo
mm

seppun

f-d'y

sain

taxi

takushi

page

peeji

all right
back up

bakku suru

sexual

seku hara .

oorai

akanboo

—

redii

: :

ir

harassment

group



guru-pu

dantai

image

imeji

eizoo

veteran

beteran

taikensha

driver

doraibaa

commercial

koma(asharu)

=2

song

son(gu)

yy^

hunger

han(gaa)

strike

suto(raiki)

y

/Ny
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Appendix F.
ELJ Use by Topic: Supaa Taimu
News Category/Story

ELJ used

Meaning

JAPAN NEWS

a) Business/Economics
Japan Labor Union Strife Continues
1996 Economic Forecast Good

Bubble Economy Outlook,
Stock Market Report

Bank Note Forgery Scandal Widens
Daiwa Bank Scandal Losses reach $1B .
Barings Bank Goes Bust
b) Politics
LDP Elections Held

^BETERAN giin de aru Hashimoto shin so, sai ga IMEEJI o
kaeru tsumori soo desu.

Veteran Diet member Hashimoto plans to change his image.

Nagoya Holds LDP Reg. Elections

c) Society/Lifestyle
Supreme Truth Cult Under Scrutiny

Suspected in Subway Gas Attacks

^doku GASU

poison gas

^kyodan no RIIDA

cult ieader

Cult Lieutenants Arrested
Search for Leader

*SARIN seizo no,

sarin

tame no kagaku

manufacture

plant

PURANTO

Top Members * Chauffer Arrested

*bijin DORAIBAA

a

beautiful

driver

Cult Initiation Rites

^INISHIEESHYON

initi
ation

*MAINDO KONTURORU toundergo
o ukeru .

'mind

,

control'

Litigation Proceedings
Cult Suspected in Murders

Cult Rice and Weapons Cache Discovered
Members' Backgrounds Checked
Search for Missing Members Continues

Cult Lawyer Proclaims Group's Innocence
Message from Cult leader Broadcast

.^Asahara Shoko ,

Arrest of Last. Senior Cult Leader

Cult Master Found in Hidden Room
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A message from

kara no MESEJI

cult leader

ga hoso sare-

Asahara Shoko

mashita

was broadcast

News CateaorY/Story
*Auin

kyodan

ELJ -used
TOPPU

Asahara

yogisha

ga

kisetsunai

Meaning
de

taihou saremasita.

(Top) cult leader Asahara was arrested inside the cult*s
facilities.

Child Disappearance Linked to Cult

*SKUEA ROKKA

New Evidence Leads to More Arrests

^rokuon TEEPU

square locker
audio tape

Suspected Cult Crimes Grow
Aum Supporters Stay in Compound
Cult Former Members Speak Out
Cult in Court Again
Former Cult Recruiter Tells Story

*ADOBAISU

advice

Cult Smuggles Gas Masks Into U.S.

^CHEKKU suru

Sisters Joined Aum Cult

*'Aum SHISUTAAZ'

to inspect
They were

Cult * s Plan to Arm Themselves'

to yobaremashita

called
Aum

Sisters

Many of Cult's Activities Still Unknown

Push for change in Religious Corp. Laws
Okinawa Elementary School Girl Raped.
American Soldiers Arrested in Rape Case

U.S. Cooperating on Rape Probe
Okinawans Want Review of Defense Treaty
Okinawa Governor Angry at Tokyo Over Rape
No Change to Defense Agreement Seen

Robbery at Tokyo Securities Firm

*kao ni SUPUREE o (the victim)

fukurareta

was sprayed
in the face.

Airline Hijacking Shocks Nation

Hijacking is

*HIJAKINGU wa

kyoaku hanzai
.de aru

a grave
crime

Mountain Hiker Falls to Death in Gunma

^Nijyuu

roku sai no BETERAN HAIKAA de aru otoko

ga

BARANSU o kuzushi^ tenraku shimashita.
A 26-year-old male veteran hiker lost his balance and
fell (to his death).

d) Science/Technology
MSAT Satellite Launch

Loral,Inc. and Japan Cooperate on Launch
Japan Seeks to Watch Chinese Missile Dev't.

e) Health/Leisure

Minamatabyo Lead Poisoning Settlement
2,500,000 yen payment to each family
Imported Mineral Water Contaminated
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News Category/Story

Meaning

ELJ used

Earthquake in Shizuoka Prefecture
Japan Seismic Monitoring Continues
Emergency Preventative Measures In Effect
Japanese Seismic Activity Increase
WWII Munitions Unearthed in Kyoto
f) Features

Sumo Champion's Newborn Returns from Hospital
Teenage Robbery Up in Japan
Tokyo's Famous Wellwaters
Yamaguchi Pref. Blowfish Harvest Up
g) Sports/Entertainment
Baseball Highlights(Comprehensive)

*NAITAA

night game

*SUTOREETO

fastball

^DORAMACHIKU na

a dramatic

shiai

game '

^BATA BOKUSU

batter's box

*WAN AUTO

one

^SENTAA

center field

*WAN ANDO WAN

from a 1-1

kara

count

^JUMPINGU KATCHI

out

a leaping
catch

^SUREE RUN

three-run
home run

HOOMU

RAN

*TSUU BASE

HITTO

tvjo-base hit

*N0 HITTO NO RUN

no hitter

^HOOMU RUN

home run

•^WAN AUTO RUNAA

1-out runner

^DABURU PUREE

double play

^nantomo ienai

inde

MUUDO

mood

^BAKKU SUKURIIN

'back

scribable

screen'

Japan Series Championship Opens

HOOMU RAN

home run

^UININGU BOORU

winning
pitch

(rokuji nijipuun) (6:20) start
PUREE BOORU desu

^SUTAATINGU MEMBAA wa, dochiramo REPJVKUSU shiteiru.
All the starting members are relaxed.

Soccer (game highlights)

hantei wa

(it) was ruled

"NO GOORU"

"no goal"

*Berdi no SAPOOTAA ga HIITO APPU shimashita
One of the Verdi fans quarreled with another fan.
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News Category/Story

ELJ used

Golf (game highlights)

*FOA BOGEY,WAN

4 bogeys, 1

BAADI

birdie

Meaning

*HOORU IN WAN

hole-in-one

*SUREE UNDAA

three under

*Kyonen no hassha Hatori Michikosan wa jyuni ban de wa
HOORU IN WAN, 13 de wa baadi o ubaimasu ga, sore igai
wa, subete paa.

Last year's player, Michiko Hatori, scored an eagle on
the twelfth hole, birdied the thirteenth, and hit par
for the rest of the course.

*Ninenn renzoku yuusho o nerau Hirase Mayumi wa putto ni
kurishiminagara moo nantoka MASS KOMI o matomete FOOA
BAADI, WAN BOOGI no SUREE UNDAA san i TAI.

•

Mayumi Hirase, aiming for a second straight
championship, while struggling with a difficult putt in
front of the media, somehow managed a four-birdie, one
bogie score for a three-under tie for third place.
*Subarashii SUKOA o dashita no ga Fukushima Akiko.
Jyuniban de wa IIGURU, sono ato san renzoku BAADI.
One person who recorded a great score is Fukushima
Akiko. She eagled the twelfth, and then recorded three
birdies in succession.

Judo Championships

*kin MEDARU

gold medal

^gin MEDARU

silver

^buronzu MEDARU

bronze medal

*DII ENU EE no

DNA evidence

medal

U.S. NEWS

a) Business/Economics
b) Politics

c) Society/Lifestyle
O.J. Simpson Murder

Trial

shooko
*DORIIMU CHIIMU

Simpson's

to

yobareru Simpson
no bengon

'Dream Team'

defense team

'^Otaku de PAACHII a party was
ga hirakareta

held at
(his) home

*Amerikan

FUTOBOORU SUTAA O.J.

Simpson

ga

muzai to

handan saremashita.

American football star OJ Simpson was judged innocent.
^Naze muzai da no ka hitotsu no POINTO ga detekimashita.
One point emerges as to why he was found innocent.
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News Category/story
d) Science/Technology

ELJ used

Meaning

e) Health/Leisure
f) Features

US Military Schools—Should They Be Co-ed?
Drug and Alcohol Abuse at US High Schools

g) Sports/Entertainment
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Comprehensive)
France and China resume nuke testing
PLO-Israel Peace Aggreement

International Trading Blocks Grow

^BUROKKA

trade-block
formation
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Appendix G.
ELJ Use by Topic: U>S. Network News
News Cateaory/StorY

ELJ used

Meaning

JAPAN NEWS

a) Business/Economics
Report on Japan's GNP

Domestic Stamp Prices Increase
Japanese Highway Fees On Rise
Salmon Catch Reaches Height

--^DEFRE

deflation

^INFRE

inflation

*PIIKU

reached

peak

to narimasu

Eggplant Harvest Hits Record
b) Politics

Shimane Pref. Corruption Probe
Drunk Drivers in Aomori Pref.

*GAADOREERU

struck the

ni butsukaru

guardrail

c) Society/Lifestyle
U.S. Soldiers Rape Okinawa Girl
Low Rainfall Means Water Shortage

^PINCHI

draught

*KUTTO suru

to ration

^BAABEKYUU suru

to barbecue

d) Science/Technology
Imported Mineral Water Contaminated
e) Health/Leisure
Potato Digging Season Begins
f) Features

Traffic and Auto Safety in Japan
Ueno Zoo Endangered Species
Bridge Jumping
Girls' Sumo Wrestling
Tako (Octopus) Fishing Adventure
Hi no Matsuri (Fire Festival)
Japanese Factory Output Lower

Hokkaido Fishing Expedition
Retiree Activities in Hokkaido
Gunma Prefecture Cosmos Bloom

Discovery of Jomon-era Artifacts
Tokyo Bay Coral Reef Coming Back

^HARIKEEN ni onna to name a
noko no namae o

hurricane

tsukeru

after a girl

^tetsujin KIDZU

'iron' kids

^tetsujin REESU

triathlon

Making Hagoita (Ceremonial Paddles)
Okinawa Kids' Triathlon

g) Sports/Entertainment
us NEWS

a) Business/Economics
ATT Restructuring Details

^Tsushin SAABISU

corrmunications
service

Chrysler's New Economic Plan

History of Levis' Jeans Design

^JEEPAN
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blue jeans

News Category/story

ELJ used

Meaning

Ford to Produce Autos in Vietnam

b) Politics

Congressional Health Care Debate
Congressional Health Care Debate Stalls
Oil Exploration & Natural Wildlife Debate
Endangered Species Report
California/Texas Illegal Immigrants On Rise
Violence and Children's TV

Medicare Reform Bill

*kyuu BUREEKI

Anti-lock Brakes Debated

emergency

o kakeru

braking

*ANCHIROKKU

antilock

^BREEKI SHISUTEMU

brake system

^ANCHIROKKU sochi antilock

equipment

c) Society/Lifestyle
Gang Attack Kills Two in L.A.

*GYANGU dan

gang group

Black Crime Rate on Rise

Papal Visit Planned
Air Crash in East Coast

*PAIROTO no

Unabomber Strikes Again
Another Unabomber Message Received
US Alcoholism on Rise Among Youth

sojyu MISU

pilot error

*TEKUNOROJI

technology

^PISTORU o motsu
^GAARUFURENDO

holding a
pistol
girlfriend

America's Old Alcoholics

AIDS and Drug Abuse in US
Simpson Murder Trial
Slow Speed Freeway Chase
Courtroom Drama High

POORA BAABIERI

P. Barbieri

^SUKII-BO

ski cap

*saibo SAMPURU

cell

*sai CHEKKU suru

recheck

Verdict Reaction

d) Science/Technology
Human Egg Embryo Switch Scandal

^CAPURU

couple

^SENTAA

clinic

*PURAIBASHI

priv.

*Jiken ga akaruku natta no wa CHYANDORAA fusai ga SENTAA
de jiko shusei o uketa.
The case became clear when the Chandler couple
themselves were

on the defensive at the clinic.

*Jibuntachi no juseiran ga shiranai uchini hokano CAPURU
ni watasare, futago ga sodatteiru osore ga aru to
sengetsu daigaku gawa ni uttaede tame desu.
(The Chandler's) took legal action last month^, claiming
that while they weren't aware, their fetilized eggs were
passed to another couple, and that twins may have been
raised as a result.
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sample

News Category/Story

ELJ used

e) Health/Leisure
Hurricane Opal Strikes East Coast

^Oogata HARIKEEN

Meaning

hurricane Opal

OPARU

Effects on Southwest US

^GOOSUTO TAUN

became a

to

ghost town

natta

Drug Probe at Oregon High School
^KANBIRU

cannedbeer

*HEBI DORINKAA

heavy drinker

^ARUKOORU

alcoholic

chyudokusya
^inshyu kanri

drinking

PUROGURAMU

program

^Kino renpo seifu saibansho wa gakko to iu tokushu na
kankyo ni oita wa maiyaku bokumetsu ga seito no
PURAIBASHII ni sae yusen suru handan o kudashimashita.
Yesterday, the Federal court handed down a judgement
that the special drug extermination policy at the school
was a violation of students * privacy.
*Kore ni tai shi yonnen mae, toji juunisai datta JEEMUZU
AKUTON-kun ga maiyaku kensa o kyosei suru no wa
PURAIBASHII no shingai da to iimashita.
Four years ago, James Acton, then 12-year-old, asserted
that making mandatory drug tests was an invasion of his
privacy.

^MISHIGANshu ni sumu Michael Angle-san wa issyuu kan
KANBIRU sanjuppon nomu HEBII DORINKAA deshita ga,
Michigan diagaku byoin ga setsuritsu shita ARUKOORU
chudokusha no tame no kashikoi inshyu kanri to yobareru
PUROGURAMU ni sanka, inshyuryo o kore made hanbun ni
herasu koto ni seiko shimashita.

Michael Angle, who lives in Michigan and was accustomed
to drinking 30 cans of beer per week, entered a special
alcohol treatment program at a Michigan hospital and has
since succeeded in reducing his alcohol consumption by
half.

f) Features

"Woody" Classic Car Convention
High School Drug Problems
Local Hawaiians Protest Highway
Manhattan Art Gallery Opens
French Art Exhibit Opens in NY

*RUUTO

route

^AIJIA

'idea'

*Senmei no

expressive
design

DEZAINU

French Cooking Review
Italian Cooking Review
China's Gobi Desert

French Lighthouse Still Works
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News Category/story
g) Sports/Entertaininent

ELJ used

Mecuiina

*BETERAN

a veteran

(movie reviews)
"Devil in a Blue Dress"

"Apollo 13"

no uchyuu hikoshi astronaut
"To Die For"

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

(Comprehensive)
Global Warming Report Not Good
Shuttle and Mir Docking

*DOKKINGU

suru yotei

Bosnian War Escalating
Bosnia Divided along Ethnic Lines
Serbia Refugees Need Relief
Serbia Bombing Continues
Bosnia War Peace Agreement
U.S. May Cut Aid to 26 Countries
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docking plan

Appendix H.
Loanword by Topic
UTB Jiji Business News / Ohayo Salon
JAPAN NEWS

a) Buslness/Econoniics
Mitsubishi Fined $2.5M for Violations

Japan's Gas Prices Edge Lower
Kirk Kerkorian Eyeing Chrysler Buyout

*KAAKU K7\K0RIAN
no MEMO de

Kirk
Kerkorian
said in a
memo

KURAISURAA o

to control

CONTOROORU suru

Chrysler

^SHINKU TANKU

think tank

*MISU

mistake

Japan Passports Fees Up

Gas Prices Increase in
Cheap Thai Labor Makes
Japan's Property Value
FSX Fighter Design Has

Japan
Inroads in Japan
Plunges
Problems

Japanese ATM Card Password Change
Japan's Savings and Loan Crisis Massive
Trust Bank Meltdown

Daiei Bank Crisis Called Serious

Japan's Bank Crisis, U.S. S&L's Alike
h) Politics
LDP Elections Debate Hot

c) Society/Lifestyle
Amusement,Park Opening in Japan
Japan Teenage Robbery Rate On Rise
American Soldiers Rape Okinawa Schoolgirl

Nagoya Fire Dept Stages Seasonal Drills

*kunren wa,

the drills

KOMIKARUna

looked funny

kanji
Toy Museum Opens in Japan

^Ningyo BUUMU
BAABII ningyo

Doll 'Boom'

*yakyuu PUREEOFUSU

playoffs
Nat. League

Barbie doll

First Ice Hits Nagoya,

d) Science/Technology
e) Health/Leisure
Nagano Prefecture's Healthy Diet
f) Features

First Autumn in Post-Earthquake Kobe City
g) Sports/Entertainment
(baseball highlights)
*NASHYON,/^U RIIGU
:no' UESUTO DIBIJONU
^ROTEESHONU

West Div.
rotation

single (hit)
*NASHYONARU RIIGU Nat. League

*SHINGURU HITTO
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News Category/Stoirv

ELJ used

Meaning

*PICHINGU

^RIRIFU PICHYA

pitching
wild pitch
relief pit.

*HOOMU RAN

home run

^UAIRUDO PICHI

^nantomo ienai

an inde
scribable

GEEMU

game

*BAKKU SUKURIIN

a homer

HOOMU RAN

that reaches
the back
wall

*UINNINGU

BOORU

winning

pitch
*Nomo FIIBAA

Nomo

fever

*SURII RAN HOOMU RAN de doten to natta

A 3-run HR tied it.

*FOA BOORU de ichi rui ni todoita

(He) reaches first on a walk.
^Shikashi Daiei wa nana kai de doten tosata TSUU AUTO

ni to ichi rui no CHANSU...

But Daiei, in the seventh inning, had a chance with
two outs and a runner on first...

Japan Baseball Champs Dedicate Win to Kobe Dodgers'
Nomo Donates to Needy Children
Aikawarazu,

As usual, a

KUURUna

cool

kotae

response

U.S. NEWS

a) Business/Economics
Coffee-soda Drink a Failure in LA

Americans' Savings Rate Up
Stock Market Report
Holiday Slows Stock Trading Volume

^JEUISHYU HORIDEE 'Jewish

Fed Accomplishes "Soft Landing"

*EFFU O EMU SHI

Holiday'
FOMC

*EFFU AARU BI

FRB

*SOFUTO RANDINGU

'soft

landing'
Ford Announces Model Change

*FOODO MOTAA no

*MODERU CHEENJI

b) Politics

Pete Wilson's Pres. Campaign Weakens
Perot Sponsors Independence Party
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Ford Motor

annc'd. a

shita

model change

^TAURUSU COMMA

To aire a

SHYARU O nagasu

commercial

News Category/Story
c) Society/Lifestyle
use Medical Center Nurse Strike

ELJ used

Meaning

^SUTORAIKI

strike

*KUTTO

(budget)

cut

^CHEKKUAUTO

shita

abandoned

post

Gang Shooting Kills Two

^MEKISHIKAN MAFIA Mexican
mafia
^HEETO KURAIMU

'hate crime'

^DORUGU no tori-

drug trade

hiki

California Public Affairs Forum Opens

^KOMUNICHI GURUUPUComm. Group
^CHIINU BIORENSU

teen

violence

^PUBURIKU SEFUCHIIpublic
safety
*BUSU KONTOROORU

bus control

^CHIINEEJI KURAIMUteenage
crime
* CHIINEEJI
PUREGUNANSHII

teen

pregnancy
^SORUUSHONN

solution

*DAUNTAUN

Downtown

Thieves Target Japanese Tourists in US

^ENJOI suru
*PISUTORU

to enjoy
pistol

Simpson Murder Trial

*ERU EE KURIMINARURU

LA Criminal

O.J. Simpson Trial

KOOTSU BIIRU

Courts Bldg.

*DABURU MAADA

double
murder

Chronology of Legal Proceedings
Verdict and Reaction

EECHI AI VUI

HIV

^Keisatsu no jidosha ga michi o BROKKU shiteiru.
The police car is blocking the street.

UCLA Nursing Project Under Way

^sankashya no
ELIGIBIRICHII

participator
elegibility

^MERITO

merit

*ketsueki PROJECTOblood

,project

^ketsueki SAMPURU blood sample
^INTAABYU

interview

*KONPUTAA
NETOWAAKU

computer
network

^SOFUTOUEA

*PUROGURAMU

software

program

Long Beach Int'l. Seafare Center Opens
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*IMAAJENSHI no

in case of

baai

emergency

News Cateaoiry/Story
d) Science/Technology

ELJ used

Computer engineer interview

Meaminq

^HATUDOUEA

hardware

*SOFUTOUEA

software

^INTAANETTO

internet

*EMU ES DOSU

MS

DOS

*OPEREETINGU
SHISUTEMU

op. system

*UINNDOOZU
KYUUJUGOBAM

Windows '95

^UINNDOZU NINCHII

Solar-powered Cars Slow to Develop

FAIBU

Windows '95

^SORARU PANERUZU

solar panels

^SMUZU

smoooth ride

^MINIHANDORU

mini-handle

^REIOFFU

layoff

Aids Treatment Shows Little Success

Hubble Telescope Finally Sees Clearly

e) Health/Leisure
LA County Medical Center Layoffs

^NOBERUsho

Nobel Prize

^BESUTO

best

*DEETA

data

*BORUNCHIA

Volunteer

Current Fashion

Nikkei Help Center

*TOORU FUREE
denwa

Toll-free

*NON PUROFITO

Non-profit

*SHII PII AARU

CPR

Call

CPR Classes Offered for Free

f) Features

Victoria Age Stamp Collection Rare
LA Area Specialty Cuisine
Cafe Pierre Restaurant

^EKUSEKYUTIBU
VII

PII

executive
v.p.

Grand Canyon Tour
Kintetsu Travel Corner

^KOMUFOOTABURUna

comfortable

heya

room

stopover in
^SUTOPPU OBAAsuru Las Vegas
^RAS BEGASU de

^CHEKKUIN suru

check-in

^Chuushoku no

lunch buffet

(hotel)
BAFEE

^AIMAKUSU SHIATAA imax theatre

^Jibun no PEESU

one's own

pace

US Formula One Race

^SUKEJUURU ga

the schedule

SUBUJEKUTO TSU
CHEENNJI

is subject
to change

^AMERICAN REESU

American
race
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News Category/Story

ELJ used

Meaning

*OBARU REESU

Oval (track)
race

Dog show Held in L.A. County

^SUPAA. eizoshu

* super*
display

*TUNERU

tunnel

*WAN WAN PACHII*dog party'
*JYAMP
.
jump
*gankokenKONTESTO 'stubborn
dog'contest
Japanese Tourists Flood LA

*(nippon no
kankyokyaku ni)
tokoro

most popular
place(s)

*REEGAN-moto

Ex-Pres.

daitoryo no

'Final

*RONGU GUDOBAI'

Farewell'

ichiban HOTTOna

Reagan Has Alzheimer's Disease

(among Jap.
tourists)the

Reagan's

1996 Rose Queen Selection Begins
*Nanbyaku nin no bijin ga APPURAI shita.
Several hundred beautiful girls applied.
Japanese VIPs Visit Little Tokyo
Nikkei Bilingual Nurses Graduate
Japan Film Festival Opening in LA ,
Talent Search in Los Angeles
Asia Forum Opens in Los Angeles
U.S. Childrens' Recreation Habits

*ENJOI shita

(they)enjoyed
Sexual Harrassment Incidents in U.S. Up

*SEKUSHUARU
HARASUMENTO

sexual

*SEKU HARA

sexual

harassment

harassment

Americans' Nutritional Preferences

*FATTO

FURII

fat free

^KORESUTOROORU

LA Gay Pride Festival Held In L.A.

FURII

chol. free

*SHUGAA FURII

sugar free

*GURANDO PAREEDU

grand parade

*PARADE no

start of the

*SUTAATO

parade

*Dewa, sassoku mazu kesa no REPOOTO o goran
itadakimasu.

Well, first off, let's look at this morning's report.
*Dai nijyuugokai KURISUTOFAA SUTORIITO GEE PURAIDU
FESTIBARU ga 24-5 no ryonichi okonawareteimasu ga, kyo
koko SANTA MONIKA BUREBAADO to iu michi de FESTIBARU ga
hajimatteimasu.
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Mews ' Category/Story
The

25th

Meaning

ELJ used

itrinual

Christopher Street

West

Gay

Pride

Festival is being held on the 24th and 25th, and here,
Santa Monica Blvd., the festival will start.

^Richard

Riordan

no

sugat.a

mo

arimasu.

zokusteimasu
kara
GEE
KOMYUNICHIIO
ukoutekita na no wa iu made mo arimasen.

Kyowato

ni

ni

taishite

(The figure of) Richard Riordan is also here. Since he

belongs to the Repubican Party, his position.regarding
the gay community goes without saying.,
LA County Fair 25th Anniversary

^PIGGU REESU

pig race

, ^FURAITWA
AREENJINGU

Tokyo Economic Planning Agency visits LA

flower arr.

^FURAlfWA PAAKU

flower park

^TOPPU TEN RANKU

top ten rank.

^LA- MISHYON

^LA MISSION'

.*NAFUTA

Sr. Film Festival at USC

NAFTA

^BIJINESUMAN .

businessman

^POPURA-na

Help Line Started for Japanese Residents
U.N. Building Bombing Conviction
saiban ,

'

SUTEREOTAIPU

popular
stereotype

•^ARABU no TERO

Arab

_ terrorists
trial

g) Sports/Entertainisent
Grateful Dead Bandleader, Dies

-^ROKKU BA14D0

rock band

^MESEJI

message

*BANDO RIIDA

band leader

•^HIPPI jidai

hippie age

/-...BURUU GURA.su ya FOORUKU o mazeru . ongaku...
, ...music that-mixes Blue Grass and folk...

...GUREETOFURU DEDb no 'DEDO HEDZU' to ■yobareru

'

.nettekina, FAN
. . .The Greatful Dead-s avid 'bead Head'

fans

iwmmATiomML mews.

France's. Nuke

tests

>

.

France Nuclear TestsClose to Japan
Bosnia-Allies Cease-fire , A.ggre.ement
■US-Japan Auto Trade Friction Cooling

^Kaidan wo kore kara mo tsudzukeru to cmoimasu ga,
, .kanari shoten, ga .so ,iu WAADING no bubun desu ne, . . mongo
no kaikata to iu tokoro nl hanashi ga shurei shiteimasu
kara' kore '.ha senna nl ■ tookunai jiten de otagai ketsudan
o kudasu ia nai ka. So ■ iu mi.gata ga detekimasu:
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.

■

.

■ ■ 'BLJ tisad

• ■ Maaning

Tie meetings will probably continue from this point, but
the locus is on the wording (of the document) and they,
seem to be handling it with some dexterity, so the (two
sides) are probably not that far from agreeing, I think. .
That*3 what it, looks like.
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